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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
  
This class will be a whirlwind of activity and information, as we go step-by-step through the process of combining 
digital photos with traditional quilting patterns. We will start with the basics of preparing different fabrics with 
different coatings to explore different opacities and textures of imagery, and then we will move into digitally 
sketching and planning compositions, and finally print all the component parts to make pieced images. We will 
use a combination of bubble jet set, gesso, gel medium, and digital ground to selectively hide or reveal the fabric, 
and show more or less of the digital image. In the end, the result will be a digital image appearing to emerge out 
of a quilt. The class content will include both the nitty-gritty details of organizing information in Photoshop, as 
well as the hands-on preparation of fabric for printing and the messily fun process of coating the fabric surfaces.  
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 

! Safety equipment (*gloves, *apron).  You will definitely need gloves—like the tall ones for washing 
dishes—when we work with Bubble Jet Set. It’s up to you if you also like to wear the small latex-style 
gloves when working with gesso, gel medium, etc. You will probably want an apron to protect your 
clothes, too. 

! *Rotary cutter and *blades.  Standard rotary cutter, with 2 or 3 spare blades 
! *Scissors 
! Clear plastic ruler (approx. 6” x 24”).  Standard clear plastic quilting ruler 
! *Colored pencils. Several basic colored pencils (whatever you conveniently have on hand for sketching 

purposes) 
! *Sketchbook or *paper.   Whatever you like to sketch on. 
! *Sharpie (or other similar marker), black. The regular fat-ish size (not the super-fine) 
! *1” Foam brushes (at least 3).  Standard foam brushes. If you know you’re rough on foam brushes, bring 

more! 
! Fabric.  Quilting-weight woven cotton or cotton blends in a variety of colors and patterns (anything but 

white). Individual pieces should be at least 4” x 6”, and you should have at least 2 yards, total. Do NOT 
trim down neatly ahead of time—rough, raw edges is totally fine. You will ALSO need about ¼ yard of 
white fabric (still quilting-weight woven cotton or blend) 

! Digital image(s).  At least 15” x 15” at 120dpi. The image should have some “background” that could 
potentially be replaced by pattern. Probably a good idea to have several options to choose from. Contact 
me directly if you need help with image prep. 

! Computer.  There will be at least one computer available in the studio, but it would be even better to 
bring your own. It must have digital imaging software that works with layers (Photoshop, ideally). 

! Printer.  There will be at least one printer available in the studio, but it would be even better to bring your 
own. It should be an Epson desktop printer with Ultrachrome or Durabrite ink. Note that the 
materials fee includes your use of the studio printer inks; if you bring your own printer and inks and do 
not use the studio printer, you will have a reduced materials fee. 

! Ink.  If you bring your own printer, have at least one complete backup set of correct inks. 
! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired 
! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to from Library computers) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $80.00-$125.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 



basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

120 Sun Haven Ln 
Boone, NC 28607-8922 

Cell (828) 264-1642 
jeanaeveklein@gmail.com 
www.jeanaeveklein.com 

 


